Pressure filtration is an important method for removing liquids from a suspension. Previous work used linear models or applied to stable suspensions. Nonlinear models for flocculated suspensions are studied here. The equations governing the consolidation of flocculated suspensions under the influence of an applied pressure are based on the assumption that when the volume fraction is high enough, the network formed from the aggregation of floes possesses a compressive yield stress P,, (4) that is a function of local volume fraction 4 only. There are two modes of operation of the pressure filter-the fluid flux or the applied pressure is specified-and both of these are studied. The resulting nonlinear partial differential equations involve the time-dependent piston position, and in the case of the suspension being initially unnetworked, another internal moving boundary below which the suspension is networked. The small time behavior of these systems is~obtained with an asymptotic method. In general, at later times, the solution can only be found numerically and an algorithm for doing this is discussed. The important parameters and properties of the filter cake are described. The results suggest various ways of controlling the filtration process, which may be useful in the manufacture of ceramics.
I. INTRODUCTION
A problem of widespread industrial and theoretical importance is the separation of fine solids from liquids. The suspended solids are consolidated under the influence of a body force applied to the particles, for example, gravitational force in gravity thickening or an applied pressure in a pressure filter. Such mechanical dewatering processes use much less energy than evaporative drying.
Gravitational thickening, both batch and continuous, has received considerable attention in the literature. '-'u However, little mathematical analysis has been done on the other common type of dewatering process, pressure filtering. This technique relies on the removal of liquid by expression, that is, compression of suspended material with drainage. A simple example is a cylinder containing the material, compressed by a piston at one face, where only the liquid is allowed to pass through a porous membrane at the other face. Specifying the fluid expression rate or applied pressure are two modes of operation of such filters. Some simple linear models'1-1a for constant expression rate and constant applied pressure, and a nonlinear problem for stable suspensions have been studied.13 Models incorporating the yielding solid rheological properties of flocculated suspensions2*'4*15 will be discussed here. A.full understanding of the dependence and sensitivities of filter presses to the various physical parameters in the process will be of value in designing more efficient presses, and ultimately to optimizing the performance of pressure filters. Further, some of the material properties of these suspensions, for example the yield stress, may be able to be determined from a simple test experiment using filter presses, as has been described for batch centrifuge settling. ' Buscall and White' discussed the rheological properties of concentrated suspensions and they and Howells et al. ' applied it to settling under gravity of a flocculated suspension in a closed-bottom container. Such suspensions have also been studied by the authors in a gravity thickener. 8 The particles of the suspension interact directly with one another to give rise to a local particle pressurep,, which is the effective stress tensor. When electrolyte or polymer flocculants have been added to the suspension connected aggregate structures of many particles are produced and held together by van der Waals or polymer-bridging forces. Once the average particle volume fraction is high enough that a network of connected particles is formed, the suspension takes on the properties of a solid (albeit flimsy) structure. In particular, compressive stresses on the suspension can be transmitted via the network throughout the system and the structure then possesses the ability to support itself. In a flocculated system above this volume fraction, the particle pressure ps should be more properly thought of as a network pressure. When such a network has formed throughout the system, we are free to increasep, by applying some sort of external compression to the network-for example, push on it with a piston, or increase the gravitational forces in a centrifuge. As this process is applied, the network structure will resist further compression and ps will increase until the compressive forces become so strong that the structure will begin to deform irreversibly. The rheological property to describe this is the compressive yield stress P,, (4) ) which is defined as the value of the network pressure at which the flocculated suspension at volume fraction 4 will no longer resist compression elastically, and will start to yield and so irreversibly consolidate.
This compressive yield stress P,, (4) is an implicit function of the strength of the interparticle bridging forces and possibly the previous shear history of the system, which will determine the primary floe size and internal. structure. In Buscall and White,' it is shown how the equilibrium bed height measurements in a centrifuge can be used to measure PY (4) . Power-law curves of the type P,(4) = k [(4/c?&)" -11, 
with various values of iz or m have been fitted to experimental systems.*4*'5 Here e58 is called the gel point, and is the value below which P, (4) cannot be experimentally distinguished from zero. It may be considered the volume fraction at which all the primary floes become interconnected. Thisconcept of a~network pressure is used later in the kinetic description of consolidation.
A one-dimensional model for cylindrical iilter presses will be established, using the rheological properties discussed above. The analysis can then be divided into the two distinct modes of operation-specified liuid expression rate or specified applied piston pressure. In the first mode approximate analytic results can be obtained for typical PY (4) profiles. When the applied piston pressure is specified, the fluid flux and piston position must be solved as part of the moving boundary problem. Some analytic results for small times--along with a numerical method for solving the full transient solution are given, These two modes of operation show fundamental differences and these are discussed in Sec. VI. Depending on the qualities of the filter cake and the speed of operation, one mode of operation may be more suitable than another. The case in which the suspension is initially fully networked (#a > #g), and the other case when it is initially unnetworked C#, <:QI, j are both considered. The properties exhibited by the two cases are quite different and will be discussed separately.
II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL FOR A PRESSURE FlLTER
Consider a cylinder containing the suspension, compressed by a piston at one face and where only the liquid is allowed to pass through a porous membrane at the other face, as in Fig. 1 . Vacuum filtration is essentially identical to the piston-driven case. There, the air-fluid interface is the surface of the piston and the pressure difference plays the role of the piston force. There are essentially two modes of operation of such a filter. f i j The rate of liquid expression is a spec$edJunction of time. The simplest type would be constant rate of expression of liquid. Since it becomes increasingly more difficult to remove the liquid, the piston pressure will increase with time. This mode of operation will be limited by the extent of applied pressure available.
(ii) The appliedpiston pressurf is a spec~~edfunction of tifne. The simplest type would be a constant piston pressure. In this case the rate of expression of the liquid will decrease to zero with time.
Usually plug flow is assumed in these types of problems. In fact, the assumption that the volume fraction .# does not vary much-over a cross section of the cylinder leads to similar equations in the cross-sectionally averaged velocities and pressure. For both types of pressure filters, the equations required to describe the dynamics are a force balance equation on the particles and one on the suspending liquid, a mass conservation equation on the particles and on the liquid, and a kinetic equation for the particles.
In the force balance equations, essentially the hydrodynamic drag forces will balance the pressure gradients, assuming-that gravitational forces are small compared to the apphed pressure. This first model assumes, as usual, that the inertial terms and the shear forces in the bulk of the fiuid and those exerted by the container walls are small compared to the other terms. For flocculated systems, experimental observation" has shown that the shear yield stresses are small compared to the compressive stresses. With these assumptions the particle and fluid force balance equations are, respectively,t*8*'0
The first term in Eq. (2) is the hydrodynamic drag exerted by the suspending fluid on the flocculated particles (where 17 is the fluid viscosity, aP is the particle size, which for spheres is the radius, r> is the particle volume, and R is the Stokes drag coefficient, which,for spheres is or). The function r(#> is the hindered setthng factor and accounts for the hydrodynamic interactions between the particles. Experimental measurements'6*i7 and some theoretical work'" have established the relationship r($j = (1 -#j -4Q.5 (4) for suspensions of uncharged unflocculated spheres. For flocculated systems ~(4) should be regarded as a rheological function to be experimentally determined. In the absence of such determination we will assume forthe present modeling purposes that Eq. (4) is valid. An experimental method for determining r(#j for flocculated networked systems will be the subject of a further publication." The tirst term in Eq. (3 ) is the correspanding drag term exerted by the particles on the suspending liquid.
Conservation of particles and fluid masses requires the continuity equations at -I-V*(qSuj -0,
Buscall and White2 put forward the following constitntive equation as modeling the kinetics of the flocculated suspension:
Here D /Dt is the material derivative, K( 4) is the dynamic compressibility of the suspension, and the compressive yield stress Py (4) is the value of the network pressure at which the network under compression will start to irreversibly consolidate. Note that in Eq. (7) we have ignored any compressibility of the networked system when ps (r,t> < P,(# (r,t>). The effect of elasticity in the unyielded network is not investigated in this paper but its inclusion is straightforward by the introduction of a compressibility function C,, (p, ) such that in the unyielding network &r,t> = 4. [ 1 + G(P,(r,t))], where (b, is the constant initial volume fraction of the system. Hence Eq. (7a) would now read ~=~oC:lkhf))~, P* <P" (4) .
In all the calculations below we are assuming that the term Cl1 (p, ) is small and that the elasticity effects are negligible. For many flocculated particulate systems this will be a valid approximation.
Suppose that the material is contained in a cylinder with O<z<h (t), where z = 0 corresponds to the membrane position and h (t) is. the piston position at time t. Then with u = -ui?, w= -w&,
and the fact that both the particles and suspending fluid move with the piston face u = LCI = -dh /dt at z = h (t) , the continuity equations (5) and (6) give
Hence the fluid velocity w can be eliminated from (2) to give (11) Equations (7a) and (7b), using the continuity equation (10) reduce to
Finally the force balance equations (2) and (3) can be combined to give the sum of the pressures being independent ofz: ps +p, = a(t),
(13) where a(t) is the applied piston pressure.
Here Eqs. (lo)-( 13) fully describe the system; all that remains are the initial and boundary conditions. At time t = 0 we assume that 4 is a constant &, throughout the cylinder: qG,o> = 40.
(14) Both I& > #s and & < 4, cases will be studied, where (p, corresponds to the lowest volume fraction for which the flocculated particles are networked. The particle velocity satis-
. u(h(t),t)= -$, S 16) since no particles pass through the membrane and the particles at the piston face move with the piston.
The last boundary condition is related to the liquid pressure at the membrane. Using Darcy's law for flow through the filter at i= 0,
where kf is the filter permeability, I' is the filter thickness, and we have scaled the pressure so that pat,,, is zero. We obtain a further expression from Eqs. (3), (8)) and ( 15) Eliminating w(O,t) from these two expressions defines a filter resistance rJ together with the required boundary condition at 2 =tt 0:
Note that this filter resistance together with the resistance due to the growing filter cake R, (b) contributes to the total flow resistance of the pressure filter defined as R(t) by Russel. 13,*0 In our notation this is
For the case when rf is identically zero Eq. ( 17a) reduces top, = 0, i.e., the liquid pressure drop across the membrane is negligible. As seen here, rf depends on time t through its dependence on 4 and r (4) . Later when we consider nonzero values for r, we are really only interested in the qualitative changes this has to the r, = 0 case. Therefore we will make the simplification that rf is a constant. Sincep, can be eliminated in favor of p, using ( 13), Eq. (17a) can be written in terms of the applied pressure as py -rf g = rr('t) at z = 0..
Notice that at the membrane, the volumetric flux of fluid per unit cross-sectional area of the cylinder is w(1 -4) = -dh/dtatz=O,usingEqs.
(9) and (15). We now refer back to the two classes of problems: (i) When the fluid expression rate is specified, then dh /dt, and therefore h(t) are specified at all times. In this case Eqs.-( lo)- ( 12) and ( 14)- ( 16) can be solved uniquely and Eqs. ( 18) and ( 139 determine the applied pressure and liquid pressure, respectively. i (ii) On the other hand, when the applied pressure g(t) is specified at all times, dh /dtand h(f) are determined at the same time as the solution to the system (lo)- (12) and (14)- (18).
Both problems are nonhnear partial differential equations with a moving boundary, but in (i) the moving boundary has to be determined as part of the problem. Before setting out to solve these systems, it is best to make all the equations dimensionless.
Hi. 5l~EN~iONL~SS FILTRATION EQUATIONS
This is achieved by introducing the following scalings and dimensionless variables:
where the choice of a,, an appropriate scaling for the pressures, is discussed later..
With these scalings, the dimensionless system of equaCons. in the region 0 < 2 < H(T) is (20) (21 au 0, 1
(??a! i22b9 with initial and boundary conditions.
.~ l&Rf$=Z(T) at Z=O.
The last condition (26) determines the applied piston pressure 2(T) when the Auid flux ( -dfi/dT) is specified. When I: ( 7'9 is prescribed, this condition is the extra boundary condition necessary to determine Ei( T) and hence the fluid flux ( -dB/dT) .
In gravitational thickening, for both cases 4. > C& and (b. <@xi the properties of the yielding solid leads to zona1 behavior, namely two~distinct regions, one where 4 is increasing from its initial value $. and another where it re; mains at 40, In pressure filtration, two such distinct regions appear when the suspension is initially unnetworked, that is, when #o ~4~. However when the system is initiaily networked there is only one zone, a consolidation region.' r This gives rise to quite different behavior in the two cases and it becomes_necessary at this stage to divide the analysis into the two distinct cases: $. > 4, and $. < 4,.
For the numerical work which will be carried out, the form of the yield stress-is taken as Eq. ( la), giving the dimensionless yield stress as
From the definition of yield stress, there can be no dewatering if the applied piston pressure is less than the yield stress, whatever the value-of the titer resistance.
There is no region where Cp remains at its initial value tP = 1. This result can be demonstrated by considering the equations above, evaluated at T= 0; this is outlined in Appendix A. Hence Eq. ( 22a)ever applies and only (22b 9 is achievcd.~ In fact this condition can be further simplified. Experimental evidence* supports that the dynamicsof collapse are rate-determined by the drainage of the suspending fluid from between the particles as the network consolidates. m-4) Physically, when ps exceeds Pp ($9, collapse is assumed so rapid that, locally, d, moves immediately to the value at which Py (#) exactly balances the applied network pressure. Equation (28 9 is not new. Several authors4*'*" have made use of a constitutive equation connecting network stress to local volume fraction. Stable suspensions obey a constitutive equationp, = P,, ($f,~since the network pressure is just the osmotic pressure of the particles, which thermodynamically is a function of # only. It should he understood, however, that the existence of a constitutive relationship for a flocculated suspension is predicted on the assumption of rapid collapse when the yield sf ress is exceeded.
Using Eq. (28) in (203 yields the complete system ~~~(u*~)* a~ apwl ------I aT az (30) with the boundary conditions (23)- (25) above, and Eq. 
It is convenient now to separate the two problems of wo,n -fluid flux specified/applied pressure specified, because there are fundamental differences in their behavior and solution methods. In this case analytic results can be obtained for both the initial time period and later times.
We choose a scaling for the pressures that is independent of the filter resistance, since little is understood and known about this variable. This then excludes choosing the initial applied pressure required for the specified fluid flux. Instead, it is natural to choose the initial yield stress in the system, a0 = P, (h 1.
Small time analysis
In Appendix B, the analytic form of the small time solution is derived in terms of a similarity variable { as 
This small time analysis is valid for H = 1 -O( 7'). A particular example of this is the often used constant rate of liquid expression, i.e., ( -dH/dT) a constant. Thus a decreases monotonically from
where only the dominant terms have been included. From Eqs. (3 I), (19f), and ( 19g) , the dominant term in the associated piston pressure is
Comparing the numerical solution to the small time analysis for typical values gives errors of less than 1.2% for T < 0.1, as seen in Table I. range of Z, apart for sufficiently small times. In fact an approximate solution can be found by standard perturbation techniques after noticing that l/D(@) 4 1 for values of Q> > 1, as illustrated in Table II . Writing
then the solution for @ and the solid flux Q.= <plJ can be found as a series expansion in E. It is easy to verify that the solutions, to (29) and (30) with boundary conditions (24) and (25 ) are
where expressions for a, and Q, can be found in Appendix C.
Notice that for constant rate of fluid expression, say with H(T)=l-aT, this analysis gives Cp = 1 + aT + O(E), whereas the small time analysis yields @ = 1 + 0( T I") as T+O. Essentially these two forms for @ are appropriate in different time regimes.
Results
These results are illustrated with an example, setting qbo = 0.125, f& = 0.1, n = 5 in Eq. (27) 
Later time analysis
In solving for later times, numerical integration is usually required for nonlinear partial differential equations. In our previous paper' we presented a method for converting the equations to ordinary differential equations in Z, so that Runge-Kutta methods could be used. The problem here requires a shooting method as described in Appendix G. With the dimensionless yield stress as (27) and a0 = P,, ( qSo 1, the numerical solution gives a(Z) varying little over the whole . This pressure is determined by the volume fraction at the filter membrane, the specified fluid flux, and the fZter resistance from Eq. (3 1). (It is worth noting that the filter resistance onIy affects the applied pressure necessary to sustain the specified fluid flux, and not the volume fraction profiles.) In practice the applied pressure is limited, so that when the maximum is reached the specified rate of fluid expression cannot be maintained and the systembecomes one of specified piston pressure, the case to be studied below. Thus in practice this system will eventuaUy reach an equilibrium state. Alternatively the constant expression rate may be maintained and then the processstopped with H(T) remaining at some intermediate value.
Then the network pressure drops below the yield stress at each value of volume fraction so that the collapse process ceases and the volume fraction remains at its current distribution, albeit almost constant.
B. Applied piston pressure E( 7) specified
The appropriate scaling for the pressures is the given value of the applied pressure at the moment filtration begins, that is o, ~=: ir(O).
§mal/ time ana/ysis
Consider here the case when the initial applied pressure is larger than the system's initial yield stress; i. analysis is valid for all times Tg 1, exactly the same as for the small time analysis in the specified fluid flux case. However, when the applied pressure is~ specified and if the filter resistance is sufficiently small, this analysis will he restricted to much shorter times because T@ 2 is a stronger condition on 7' when fig 1. Indeed when fl 2 < T@ 1, @ has changed by order one in a region near the membrane filter and ( -,L?dBldT) is now small compared to 1 -f(@(O,pj). Hence 9) at the membrane approaches the value required to give the yield stress matching the applied pressure. Therefore for this more significant small time region ,B' < T< 1, the small time volume fraction in the filter is well approxi-mated by the limiting case of zero filter resistance and a small time analysis for this limiting case will be applicable for a much larger class of pressure filters where p< 1. It is worth noting that little information is known about the size and possible functional form of the filter resistance. Now consider the case when Rf = 0 and @ (0, L 0 + ) # 1. The solution cannot take the form of Eq. (33)) and instead we write @ = a(,$, T) where again c = Z/T 1'2. In Appendix D, the asymptotics show that H(T) = 1 -C-XT"' as T-0. The value of a must be determined by solving the equation (42) with the boundary conditions .i *i.
V: CASE 2: INITIAL SUSPENSION UNNETWORKED; 4% 4$7
Since the suspension is initially unnetworked, the yield stress is identically zero throughout the container. Clearly -any applied pressure will result in dewatering of the suspension. Hence for this case it-is not appropriate to choose the scaling for the pressures, a,, as P,, ( c$~ ) since this equals zero, or a, as g(O), which may equal zero. Similarly it is not possible to scale with P,, (4, j , which equals zero by definition. Using a yield stress like ( la), in practice it may be appropriate to scale with the constant k, which is the yield stress corresponding to PVy (2""~$~ ). However, here we prefer, for-comparison purposesI to use a yield stress corresponding to a volume fraction independent of the power IZ. An appropriate choice c0 = P,, t.4, f & ) is' made here for %4,@0.
With & r; +a, there is a region at the top of the pressure filter where ~,6 remains at its initial value &, . It is easy to show the existence of such a region. From the defiriitioti of 4g, no network has formed for 4 < QIR. Hence 11 is identically zero there. Therefore a region at the top of the filter exists, say Z,(T) <ZcHIT), where ifzzl, CT=-g, IlzzO.~
The boundary Zc ( Tj is the height where there is a ripid transition from an unnetworked suspension to a networked structure at 4 = h8. Below this level, consolidation occurs and #& Qlsr II -3 0, and-Eq. ( 22b j becomes appropriate. For exactly the sar~e reasons as discussed above, Eq. (22b) reduces in the large ~limit to 11 =fl(s). L. gsing this approximatitiu in Eq. ( 20 j yields, in the coasolidatioa zone O.<:X< Z, ( T), the same-system (29) and [30),,with the accompanying conditions (231, (24), and f3l)qi tyell as wccn%n =&f%.
(45'J-'A se&&d boundary condition at 2, ( T) is required to comple%eiy determine the system. We require a relationship between the making boundary ZC ( 7') in terms of the velacity U(Z, ( T),T). This is done using the conservation of mass: In Appendix E, the analytic form for the small time solution is derived in t&ms of a similarity variable. We obtain the simple result that cf, is linear in Z for small time; writing J3, = DC#J@, j which is valid when H = 1 -. O(a).-, .-2. La&y time aha&& and resufts For the transient behavior; Eqs: '( 29 ) and ( 30) need to be numerically integrated. The algorithm is described in Appendix G. As an example set &=. 0.05, +* = 0.1, and n = 5 in Eq.~ (27) and the fluid expression rate as a constant dH/dT --1. The results tire illustrated in Fig. 7 . Figure  7 (a) illustrates the iniitial &ear growth in the consolidation regior~boundary Z&T), and its subsequent decrease in growth. Figure 7(b) gives the variation in 9 vs Zshown to be almost linear in Z for each titie T. Figure 7(c) gives the applid pressure required to maintain this constant expression rate of fluid, with various values-of the filter resistance ,R,.-. Here the program is stopped when the relative difference between Z; and Nis less than a specified tolerance. Then the container is filled with ti fully networked suspension (# = #:, at the piston, 4 > 44, elsewhere). To proceed th& problem now becomes case 1 with the fluid Eux specified. Henceforth'. the system-(29) and (30) can be numerically solved in the region 0 < % G: ri, where His known with the boundary condition (45) dropped and total mass condition (47) is replaced by (46). (0) at Z=O,
since f(#,/'+o ) = 0 < H(0). This equation implies that dH/dT must be finite at -T = 0 when Rf# 0. However, for the special case of zero filter resistance Rf = 0, Eq. (49) givesQ,(O,O+)#$,/$, satisfyingf(@(0,0+))=2(0). First consider the general case R,#O. Then the analysis in Appendix E is again applicable here and @ is given as Eq. (48) Hence, from Eqs. (48) and (50), this linear analysis is only valid when the dominant behavior of <p for small time is @o/$,)@ -l--(dH/dT)Z,(T)-fl-2T41.1fBisan order one quantity, this analysis is valid for all times TCg 1, exactly the same as for the small time analysis in the specified fluid flux case. However, when the applied pressure is specified and if the filter resistance is sufficiently small, this analysis will be restricted to much shorter times because T@ * is a stronger condition on T when fi& 1. Indeed when fi' < T$ 1, Cp has changed by order one in a region near the membrane filter and ( -fi dH /dT) is now small compared to 2(O) -f(@ (O,T) ). Hence Cp at the membrane approaches the value required to give the yield stress matching the applied pressure. Therefore for this more significant small time region B 2 < T4 1, the small time volume fraction in the filter is well approximated by the limiting case of zero filter resistance and -a small-time analysis for this limiting case will be applicable for a much larger class of pressure filters where fl< 1. 
This is done numerically using a Runge-Kutta shooting method.
Later time analysis
Again Eqs. (29) and (30) need to be numerically integrated except for one special case, described now. This is the case when the applied pressure is a constant for all time and the filter resistance is Rf = 0. Let 2(T) = 2,, . Then Eq. (3 1) gives that the volume fraction at the filter membrane is a constant satisfyingf(@ (0,T)) = 2, . This allows a solution for Q> to be found as a function of a similarity variable v=Z/Z,(T) (O<q<l), such that H(T) = 1 -aTI" and Z, ( T) = yT "' for all times up until H( T) = 2, ( T)-that is, the tiine when the whole filter is filled with a networked structure and the new resulting system must be treated as in case 1.
The nonlinear partial differential equations (29) and (30), when written as a function of q=Z/Z,(T) =Z;yT"', involve both the unknowns a and y. its solution involves a shooting method, with iterations on these two unknowns. It is easier to write Q> as a function of < = Z/T "2 (0 < 6 < y) . Then the solution @ (5) satisfies Eq. (42) with the boundary conditions f(@(O)) = 2, and Eqs. (51b)-(51d). 
Resillts
The numerical algorithm for solving Eqsl (29) and (30) is described in Appendix G. In our three examples set & =0.05,$,=0.1,andn=SinEq.
(27).InbothFigs.B and 9: Z(T) = 2 for all T, whereas Rf = 1 and R, = 0 in Figs. 8 and -9, respectively. In Fig. 10 , Rf = 0 and Z(T) = 2T for all T<l and Z(T) = 2 for all T> 1. [The value 2 was chosen because it is the order of the pressure observed in-the constant flux Casey in Fig. 7(c) .] Figures  8(a) ,9(a),and 10(a) showthepistonheightH(T)andthe consolidation region height ZC (T) versus time. Notice the T In behavior in Fig. 9 (a) in comparison to the jjnear behaviorinFig. 8(a). Figures 8(b) , 9(b), and la '(b) givethevariatioo in 9 vs Z shown to be almost linear in Z for each time T. Figure 9 (c j shows that CP is a function of Z /Z, C. T) only; this shows the similarity variable solution for this limiting case. The program is stopped when the relative difference between Z, and His less than a specified tolerance. Then the container is filled with a fully networked suspension (4 = Ibg at the piston, 4 > & elsewhere). To proceed the problem now becomes case 1 with the applied pressure specified and an equilibrium solution can be obtained as T-+0. Henceforth the system (29) and (30) can be numerically solved in the region 0 <Z c H, where His unknown but S iS tiown, with the boundary conditio-n (45) discarded and the total mass condition (47 ) replaced by (46).
VI. CONCLUSiON
The modeling of the filtration process in a pressure filter as presented here indicates the important parameters and behavior of the solids in the filter. The time, fluid flux, and pressure scales can be observed.
The results outlined above suggest various ways of con- trofling the filtration process. The differences are more apgives, at the boundary between the two regions, parent for the initially networked case. However, since theother initially unnetworked case reverts after a finite time to a fully networked, although nonuniform distribution, the following comments also relate to that case as well.
Clearly the larger the applied pressure the faster the filtration process. Suppose the maximum applied force was B mnx * If &llax is applied for all time, then in the case of zero filter resistance, the fluid flux is large for small time (in fact it tends to infinity as T-0) and large volume fraction gradients are sustained until the equilibrium is approached. However, the results here suggest that the filter resistance can be increased to control the nonuniformity in the solids profile and the fluid fluxes. This control may be alternatively made by ramping the applied pressure up to the maximum value in a certain way. The other mode of operation-specifying the fluid flux-is usually slower, but gives almost uniform volume fractions across the filter.
If the disposition of voids in the final filter cake is determined by the dynamics of the compression and the magnitude of the concentration gradients in the network, it will mean that two filter cakes at the same volume fraction made by the two alternative modes of compression will have different internal void characteristics. If the filter cake is a ceramic green body, this difference may be important in determining the final mechanical strength of the ceramic. This aspect of compression of networked suspensions is beyond the scope of this work. 
There is no solution to Eqs. (A3) and (A4) for the nontrivial case when dH/dT(O) #O. Hence the assumption that there exists a Z, < 1 is incorrect. The conclusion reached is that there is no region for which the volume fraction remains at its initial value, and therefore the suspension is consolidating throughout the filter at all times T> 0.
APPENDIX B: SMALL TIME ANALYSIS FOR $a0 >& AND FLUID FLUX (-dH/dT) SPECIFIED
The velocity Uin Eqs. (29) and (30) can be eliminated to give
The small time solution for @ is sought as Recall that this solution is valid provided the terms on the right-hand side of (B3 ) have the-correct behavior as T-0. In particular, the requirements are dr dH z+O, as T-O, Wa)
Now suppose that the consolidation region is confined to the region 0 < Z < Z, and a nonconsolidation region with Q, = 1 is contained in Z, < Z < H( 0) = 1. Then the correct boundary conditions on the network pressure in Eq. (A2) are We also choose to replace the velocity condition at the piston face [Eq. (25) ] by the equivalent condition that the total mass in the pressure filter is conserved. This is a more numerically stable condition when the derivative dH /&!'is unknown. To do this we introduce the mass variable M. Then Eqs. (29) and (30) (23)- (25) and ( 3 1) become
where either the fluid flux ( -dH/dT) or the applied piston pressure B ( T) is a prescribed function of T. The last condition (G6d) determines Z ( T) when the fluid flux is specified. When Z ( T) is prescribed, this condition is the extra boundary condition necessary to determine H(T) and hence the flux ( -dH/dT).
An algorithm for solving the system (G3)-( G6) for the unknown functions @(X,T), $(X,T), M(X,T), and H(T) or X ( T) is presented below.
We begin by approximating the unknown time derivative that appears in the equations by a backward difference so that the state of the system at each time step can be determined from the state at the preceding time step. An additional advantage of discretizing in time is that it converts the partial differential equations (G3)-( G6) to three ordinary differential equations that can be efficiently and accurately solved using Runge-Kutta techniques. This approach has been used before on moving boundary problems.7v22
Let AT be the time step size. Approximating the time derivative by first-order backward differences gives 
) Discretizing this way, the problem has become one of determining the sequences {aK(X), v(X), MK(X), HK, Z"}, which is called the K th state of the system. For K> 0, the equations to be solved in the region 0 < X < H K are
(Gil) subject to initial conditions (G8) and
fC@.") --,RfR(CpK)$f=ZK at X=HK.
An algorithm is described below applicable to both cases 1 and 2 whereby the Kth state of the system may be determined from the (K -1) th state. Then since the K = 0 state is prescribed for, all states for K> 0 may be determined inductively.
2. Case 2: Initial suspension unnetworked; q$, .c+~
As above, the unknown time derivatives are approximated by backward differences and the value of a function at time TK is denoted by the integer superscript K. However, the numerical integration cannot start from the zeroth time K = 0 since Z, (0) = 0. Instead we use the small time analysis described in Appendices E and F to start the process at T== T ' (small and positive) and call this the K = 1 state of the system. For K> 1 and T K + ' = TK + AT, the equations to be solved in the region 0 < Z < Z %in terms of the variables a,", particle fux Q K = (Q> 17) K, and mass M K are 
dQ"
These are subject to initial conditions determined using the appropriate asymptotic analysis discussed, so that Q>' (Z) , Z i, and H ' will be known. The boundary conditions are
QK ( Discretizing in this way, the problem has become one of determining the sequences {Q,"(Z) , Q K(Z) , M"(Z), Z F, H r XK), which is called the K th state of the system. An algorithm is described below applicable to both cases 1 and 2 whereby the K th state-of the system may be determined from the (K -1) th state. Then, since the K = 1 state is prescribed, all states for K > 1 may be determined inductively.
Before we discuss this algorithm, we need to mention that because the domain of integration is becoming larger with time, the a>"" '(Z) needed at time T"in Eq. (G16j is unknown in the region Z K-t c' Z c Z K. ,4s long as this do: main is no more than a few AZin size, it is a good approximation to linearly extrapolate QK in Z> Z K-' as 
CG22)
Numerical procedure.~ In all four cases, three coupled tint-order ordinary differential equations, (G9 j-( Gl 1) or (G15)-(G17) may be solved by Runge-Kutta integration, adapting a shooting method for those cases where the upper limit of the range of integration is unknown. Below is a description of the algorithm that is~implemented for each fixed K. The variable or procedure (A-H) referred to below is defined in Table III for each of the specific cases since the algorithm will vary according to the relative size of Qlo and 46, and whether the fluid flux or the applied pressure is specified.
( 1) Define a mesh on the A interval [ 0, 1 ] by dividing that interval into Nsubintervals of width ALL (2) (ij Guess the value of R and denote by B*.
(ii) Follow procedure C where applicable. Hence, now all four problems have an assigned value of Q>"( 0 j , the value of aQ>" when variable tl is zero; od, let the sought root B be in an interval [ Zi,~i] , and let B * be at the midpoint of this interval. Several tests are employed to determine whether the guess B * is too large or small, in other words, which half of the current interval the root lies. These are given in Table IV 
